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Structural studies of bismuth nanocrystals embedded
in SiO 2 or GeO2 matrices
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The layer of bismuth nanoclusters embedded in glass matrices and the surface layer of bismuth
grains have been obtained by thermal treatment in hydrogen atmosphere of Bi0.33Ge0.67O1.84 and
Bi0.57Si0.43O1.72glass. The thickness and structure of such layers strongly depend on temperature and
time of reduction. The structural studies of bismuth nanocrystals embedded in SiO2 or GeO2

matrices were performed with optical microscopy and atomic force microscopy. By the use of a
slow-positron beam we monitored the structural changes undergoing in near-to-surface layers after
the first steps of isothermal annealing. A simple two-layer model of reduced glasses explains the
evolution of the surface layer and electrical properties of the material during the reduction process.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1624484#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bismuth silicate glasses are interesting materials, wh
find many special applications.1,2 Bismuth germanate an
bismuth silicate glasses, in the course of heat treatmen
hydrogen atmosphere, change their physical properties.
instance, the surface conductivity increases by several or
of magnitude during an appropriate heat treatment. Chan
of material properties are directly related to the evolution
the structure and morphology of the glass surface. Annea
in hydrogen reduces Bi31 ions into neutral atoms, which
subsequently agglomerate into granules on the surface
inside the glass. The properties of reduced bismuth–silic
glasses have been investigated3–5 but only a few works have
been published on the physical properties of nonreduc6

and reduced7,8 bismuth germanate glasses and there still
main many questions about the conductivity and structure
these materials.

In this article, we present experimental studies of
nanocrystals embedded in SiO2 and GeO2 matrices. A two-

a!Electronic mail: bodzio@mif.pg.gda.pl
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layer model of the reduced glasses is discussed. We
analyze the possible influence of the diffusion of bismu
towards the surface on the stoichiometry of reduced glas

II. EXPERIMENT

Glasses of nominal composition Bi0.33Ge0.67O1.84 and
Bi0.57Si0.43O1.72 were synthesized as follows. A milled mix
ture of powdered SiO2 or GeO2 and bismuth nitrate, placed
into a platinum crucible, was decomposed at 1000 K for 1
After that, the mixture was ground again and submitted t
gradual heating from room temperature to 1500 K. Melt
material was homogenized by mechanical stirring and t
quenched by pouring onto a steel plate. Before further tre
ment the surface of samples were polished and cleaned c
fully. The nominal oxygen content in the glass was calc
lated within the assumption that the original glass has
composition determined by the valency 31 of Bi and 41 of
Ge and Si.

The reduction process was carried out at 613 K in h
drogen atmosphere. In this article, we present results
tained for Bi0.33Ge0.67O1.84 samples reduced for 0.8 h~G1!, 2
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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h ~G2!, 4 h ~G2a!, 7 h ~G3!, 12 h ~G4!, 24 h ~G5!, and 44 h
~G6!. In the case of Bi0.57Si0.43O1.72 glass, samples reduce
for 0.3 h ~S1a!, 0.5 h ~S1b!, 0.8 h ~S1c!, 2 h ~S2!, 5 h ~S3!,
24 h ~S4!, and 44 h~S5! were studied. With aim to calculat
the total mass of reduced bismuth and the amount of
which creates the outer layer, the material was weighted
fore and after the reduction. Cross sections of redu
samples were tested by scanning electron microscopy an
optical microscopy.

Measurements of the conductivity were made using tw
or four-terminal methods. The surface conductivity of t
samples has been calculated from equation:sh5R2 ld/ l ,
whereR is the resistance of sample,d the distance betwee
the electrodes, andl their length.

Positron annihilation spectroscopy~PAS! aims to detect
structural defects and/or the presence of different phase
materials.9 The use of a variable-energy positron beam
lows us to study depth-resolved profiles of the material do
to a few micrometer-deep layers.10 A slow positron beam
with energy variable between 50 eV and 25 keV was
tained by moderating positrons from a 30 mCi22NaCl radio-
active source in a 1-mm-thick single-crystal tungsten foil
Details about apparatus and the measurement technique
reported in Ref. 9.

The shape of the 511 keV annihilation line has be
characterized by two width parameters. TheSparameter was
calculated as the ratio of the counts in the central area of
peak u511.02Egu<0.85 ~in keV! and the total area of the
peaku511.02Egu<4.25 ~in keV!. TheS parameter indicates
how many positrons annihilate with low-momentum~va-
lence! electrons. Its exact value depends somewhat on
energy resolution of the gamma detection. Therefore, i
usually normalized to theS value in defect-free, high-purity
silicon; in our setup the defect-free Si shows a 0.522 valu
bulk. Generally, the rise of theS parameter indicates mor
defects in the material.

The W parameter is defined as ‘‘wings’’ 1.6
<u511.02Egu<4.0 ~in keV!, indicating annihilation with
high-momentum~core! electrons. Additionally, the ‘‘valley’’
V parameter indicates the fraction of positrons annihilat
in three-g events, i.e., the low-energy part of the spectru
Eg<501.0 keV. As three-g events correspond to annihilatio
of ortopositronium, the rise of theV parameter indicates th
presence of free space~nanovoids! inside the material.

Doppler shape parameters were measured as a fun
of the positron implantation energy. The implantation de
~in Å! has been obtained from positron energy using
formula:d5(400/r)E1.6 with E being the beam energy andr
the glass density~5.77 and 6.46 g/cm3 for bismuth–
germanate and bismuth–silicate glasses!.

III. RESULTS

The reduction process in bismuth–silicate and bismu
germanate glasses was investigated by isothermal mea
ments of dc conductivity. The plots of surface conductiv
versus reduction time of Bi0.33Ge0.67O1.84and Bi0.57Si0.43O1.72

samples reduced at 613 K are presented in Fig. 1. Also
Fig. 1, the dependence of the thickness of the reduced l
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of Bi0.57Si0.43O1.72 samples on reduction time is shown. Th
capital letters marked in Fig. 1 denote the reduction tim
which were applied to particular samples taken in furth
studies. It can be seen that bismuth–germanate and bism
silicate glasses exhibit different time dependencies dur
heat treatment in hydrogen. The curve of Bi0.33Ge0.67O1.84

presents the behavior, which is typical of bismuth
germanate glasses.8 First, after some time, a rapid, by a fe
orders of magnitude, increase in the surface conductivity
pears. Next, the surface conductivity attains a maxim
~about 1026 V21) and decreases to a minimum. Further r
duction causes an increase of conductivity by a few ord
In contrast to bismuth germanate glass, the conductivity
the Bi0.57Si0.43O1.72 sample continuously increases during t
reduction.

The layered structure of the reduced samples is visibl
atomic force microscope~AFM! and optical microscope im
ages. Figure 2~a! presents AFM pictures chosen for chara
teristic samples, e.g., G1, G3, and G5. The flat surface of
glass ~G1!, a layer of connected or disconnected dropl
~G3!, and multilayer granular systems~G5! are visible on the
surface of the samples. The diameters of the granules
bismuth on the surfaces of G3 and G5 are about 30–35
An optical microscope photograph of a cross section of
sample reduced for 44 h at 613 K~G6 and S5! and the
surface of the S5 sample are visible in Fig. 2~b!. It shows
large bismuth spheres~diameter up to about 30mm! on the
surface~S5! and in the reduced layers. The thicknesses of
inner layers are 45 and 4mm in the S5 and G6 samples
respectively.

The dependences of theS parameter on the positron
beam energyE for as-grown and reduced Bi0.33Ge0.67O1.84

and Bi0.57Si0.43O1.72 glasses are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, r
spectively. These dependences give clear information on
layered structures of the samples, using a nondestruc
technique.

Identification of the types of sites for positron annihil
tion are presented in Fig. 5.

FIG. 1. Time dependence of surface conductivity of Bi0.33Ge0.67O1.84 ~solid
line G1–G6! and Bi0.57Si0.43O1.72 ~solid line S1a–S5! glasses during hea
treatment at 613 K~log–log scale!. Empty points and dotted line show th
plot of the reduced layer thickness S1a–S5 samples as a function of re
tion time. Empty circles are results derived from PAS, empty squares, f
optical microscope measurements.
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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IV. MODEL OF TWO-LAYERED STRUCTURE OF
REDUCED IN HYDROGEN GLASS SURFACES

The structural transformations of these glasses heate
hydrogen atmosphere depend both on the time and temp

FIG. 2. ~a! AFM pictures of Bi0.33Ge0.67O1.84 ~G1, G3 and G5! samples.~b!
Optical microscope photograph of a cross section of the sample reduce
44 h at 613 K~G6 and S5! and the surface of the S5 sample.

FIG. 3. Doppler broadeningS-parameter dependence for Bi0.33Ge0.67O1.84

glasses.
Downloaded 24 Jul 2006 to 150.203.177.141. Redistribution subject to AI
in
ra-

ture of reduction. It is assumed that during reduction th
main phenomena occur in the material: reduction of Bi13

ions into neutral atoms, their agglomeration into bigger cl
ters, and migration towards the surface of the sample. Tak
into account the experimental results of x-ray diffracti
~XRD! and atomic force microscopy, we have proposed
simple model of a two-layered structure of the reduc
surface.11 The model is illustrated in Fig. 6. In the course
reduction, two conductive layers can be distinguished. T
first one is the layer that contains Bi particles embedded
GeO2 or SiO2 glass matrix. The second conducting layer
the very top one containing either a majority of Bi and
small amount of Ge in the case of bismuth–german
glasses or only Bi in bismuth–silicate glasses.

Within this model we can explain the behavior of th
glasses during reduction. As long as the distance between
Bi nanostructures embedded in the glass matrices is too l
for electron tunneling to take place, the conductivity is lo
While the reduction is carried on, the concentration and
mensions of Bi clusters grow. At a certain time, the Bi co
centration on the surface layer of the glasses is sufficient

for

FIG. 4. Doppler broadeningS-parameter dependence for Bi0.57Si0.43O1.72

glasses.

FIG. 5. Identification of types of sites for positron annihilation. Straight-li
dependence indicates only two phases, where positrons annihilate. TS
parameter was calculated as the ratio of the counts in the central area o
peak u511.02Egu<0.85 ~in keV! and the total area of the pea
u511.02Egu<4.25 ~in keV!. The W parameter is defined as ‘‘wings’’ 1.6
<u511.02Egu<4.0 ~in keV!.
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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electron tunneling through the potential barrier between m
tallic granules appears. Starting from this moment, the c
ductivity rapidly increases~Fig. 1, abrupt increase in the con
ductivity up to point around G1 and S1!. In other words, a
two-dimensional layer of Bi granules embedded in GeO2 or
SiO2 matrices is created.

Further reduction causes growing of the layer thickn
and the conductivity still increases. In the next stage of
duction process, both the migration of bismuth atoms
wards the surface and their agglomeration into large gra
become significant. In the case of bismuth–silicate glasse
layer of nonbonded, spherical bismuth granules on the
face is created, whereas in bismuth–germanate glass
layer of granules strongly bonded to the surface grows.
difference between both samples is that Ge31 ions are also
reduced into neutral atoms while the Si31 ions are not. We
believe that this is a reason why the conductivity
bismuth–germanate glasses decreases for some perio

FIG. 6. Model of the layered structure of reduced in hydrogen bismu
germanate~a! and bismuth–silicate~b! glasses.
Downloaded 24 Jul 2006 to 150.203.177.141. Redistribution subject to AI
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time ~between G2 and G3!. A further reduction causes a con
tinuous monolayer of Bi granules to be created, and its e
trical properties begin to determine the surface conductiv
The thickness of this outer layer increases during lon
times of reduction~samples G4, G5, and G6!, see our Ref. 8
for more-detailed studies of the structure and the elec
conductivity of the outer layer of reduced bismuth
germanate glasses.

V. STOICHIOMETRY AND STRUCTURE
OF REDUCED LAYER

During the reduction, a part of neutral Bi atoms migra
towards the surface of the glass. It inevitably changes
stoichiometry of the reduced layer. Apart from this, also, t
loss of oxygen, forming cracks and bismuth evaporati
may be considered as possible reasons of changes o
reduced layer composition. With an aim to estimate its r
composition, the following measurements were performe

~a! measurements of the mass of the oxygen lost were
ried out by evaluating the weight loss;

~b! measurements of the mass of bismuth located in
outer layer~estimated on the basis of the differen
between the sample mass before and after remov
outer layer!;

~c! comparative measurements of the change in the m
of metallic powdered bismuth~grain dimensions were
of the order of tenth micrometers! heated for 44 h in
hydrogen atmosphere at temperature 613 K were p
formed; and

~d! measurements of the thickness of the reduced laye

The experimentally measured thicknesses of the redu
layer in the S5 and G6 samples are 45 and 4mm @Fig. 2~b!#,
respectively. Taking into account that each neutral bism
atom ~before the reduction process! shares on average 1.
atoms of oxygen and about 10% of Bi precipitates in
cracks, we estimated the thickness and real stoichiometr
the reduced layer of the Bi0.53Si0.47O1.72 ~S5! and
Bi0.33Ge0.67O1.84 ~G6! samples. If we assume that all the r
duced bismuth exists as neutral atoms, the density calc
tions give the depth of the region where the glasses h
been reduced to be equal to 72 and 6.8mm in the S5 and G6
samples, respectively. The difference between the meas
and evaluated thicknesses can be explained by shrinkin
the layer connected with lost oxygen, migration of Bi atom
into the surface, creation of cracks, and partial vaporizing
Bi from the surface. Experiment C shows that less than
of the mass of granular bismuth evaporated during the 4
reduction. This value is small but may cause an overesti
tion of the mass of reduced bismuth~and so, the thickness o
the reduced layer!.

Summarizing, we think that the reduced layer is a co
posite of bismuth nanoclusters embedded in
Si(Ge)41 – 2O22 network. Because of the migration of B
atoms their concentration in the reduced layer decrea
Then, we suppose that the estimated real stoichiometry o
reduced layer is Bix– (SiO2)12x with 0.41,x,0.47. The
lower limit was estimated under the assumption that dur

–
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the reduction 1% Bi evaporates and 10% Bi precipitates
cracks. The outer layer of the G6 sample is bounded stron
to the glass surface, then it is hard to estimate the real c
position of the Bi–GeO2 layer. Less accurate estimation
give Bix– (GeO2)12x with 0.25,x,0.3.

Our model of reduced glasses agrees very well with
results of XRD, differential scanning calorimetry~DCS!, and
AFM analysis.11 The analysis of broadening of XRD peak
shows that the diameter of the embedded Bi nanoparticle
the reduced G6 and S3 samples are about 10 and 8
respectively.

In the case of Bi0.53Si0.47O1.72, a linear increase of con
ductivity is observed during reduction from 0.8 up to 5 h~see
in Fig. 1!. Such a phenomenon can be explained assum
that during reduction the structure of the reduced la
does not change and only its thickness grows. It means
the distribution of dimensions of Bi granules embedded
the SiO2 matrices does not change in the course of reduct
The structure of the reduced layer at 613 K
Bi0.57Si0.43O1.72 seems to be stable and does not depend
the reduction time~only its thickness increases!. This sug-
gestion is supported by analysis of the melting point of
bismuth nanocrystals embedded in SiO2 matrices.11 In the
samples reduced longer than 5 h the many cracks of th
reduced layer are observed. We think that these phenom
cause the change in the slope of thesh(t) function ~Fig. 1,
than 5 h many cracks!.

VI. POSITRON-ANNIHILATION DEPTH PROFILES

The S-parameter measurements indicate a substa
difference between as-received and reduced glasses~see in
Figs. 3 and 4!. Both nonreduced glasses~G0 and S0! show
the S parameter in bulk~0.47–0.49! smaller than the value
for reduced samples~0.52–0.54 at their maxima!. The value
of the S parameter of the S0 sample~0.47! is somewhat
smaller than the literature value for nondefected amorph
SiO2 , which would be 0.50 with our gamma-energy dete
tion resolution.12 Compared to our previous measureme
for lower Bi content silicon glasses Bi0.47Si0.53O1.77,13 the
present bulkS parameter is somewhat lower~0.49 for the
low Bi content versus about 0.47 in the present sampl!,
reflecting the change in stoichiometry.

The increase of theS parameter in the reduced sampl
compared to the unreduced ones indicates that the redu
process causes the creation of new traps for positrons.
ing the reduction, H2 molecules diffuse into glass and neutr
Bi atoms and water particles migrate out of the glass. A
cording to our model, the reduced layer is a composite
metallic spheres of bismuth embedded into a well-rela
(SiO4)42 or (GeO4)42 tetrahedral sublattice. In this subla
tice and on Bi precipitates/glass interfaces different types
vacancy-like defects exist, raising the probability of positr
trapping and successive annihilation with low-moment
electrons.

Positron measurements allow us to trace the depth of
reduced layer, at the very first stages of the reduction p
cess, much before that Bi precipitates can be identified
AFM or optical microscopy, compared with Fig. 2 where w
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present samples after long reduction times. For the G2, G
S1a, S1b, and S1c samples theS parameters attain a max
mum and then decrease to the level corresponding to
nonreducedbulk material. The depth of the high-S layer
moves towards the inside of the material with rising redu
tion times~compare G2 with G2a and S1b with S1c curves
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively!. The S curves show, also, tha
some minimum ‘‘threshold’’ annealing time is needed to st
the reduction process. We know from our previous resea
that long annealing times ‘‘saturate’’ theS parameter in bulk
at high values~0.54 for Bi–Si glasses13!. Differently from
theSparameter, theV parameter falls monotonically with th
implantation energy, it does not evolve in either type of gla
and remains low~0.1 for the Ge glass and 0.16 for Si glass!,
indicating no nanovoids in the samples.

Therefore, we can use the dependence of theSparameter
on energy in order to estimate the thickness of the redu
layer. Note that the exact determination of this thickne
would require the knowledge of the diffusion length for po
itrons. Qualitatively, assuming that the point where theS
parameter is in the midpoint between the minimal and ma
mal values is a mean value of the reduced layer thickness
obtained the following results: 30 nm for S1a, 230 nm f
S1b, and about 800 nm for S1c sample. The values for
Bi0.53Si0.47O1.72 samples are complementary to the results
the measurements of the thickness of S2–S5 samples.

The thicknesses of the high-S layer in the G2 and G2a
samples are about 250 and 1000 nm, respectively. Note
for germanium glasses longer annealing times are neede
obtain the same depth of the reduced layer~2 h for the G2
sample give a similar depth as 0.8 h for S1c!. Furthermore,
the thickness of the reduced layer is higher in Si-ba
glasses compared to Ge glasses; this observation is seen
on a macroscopic scale in Fig. 2.

We note, also, a somewhat different behavior of the G
sample—as far as all the other samples~including G2! show
a rise of theS parameter in the near-to-surface layer~below
10 mm!, theSparameter in the G2a sample ‘‘comes back’’
the nonreduced value. We wonder if it is related in some w
to the phenomena that cause the fall in the surface con
tivity observed between the G2 and G2a samples, see Fi

Finally, it has been shown in other measurements,9 how
a combination ofW and S parameters can give informatio
of a number of types for annihilation sites. In detail, theW vs
S graph is composed of straight lines, connecting differ
points with Cartesian coordinates (Wi ,Si) if i types of de-
fects~or phases! are present. For our data, only one segm
is seen in Fig. 5, indicating the presence of just two phas
in agreement with the above model of the two-layer str
ture. Furthermore, from overlapping ofW–S lines for two
types of glasses one could deduce that these are prefe
tially bismuth-related sites where positrons are trapped; h
ever, confirmation of this conclusion would require anoth
positron-annihilation technique, i.e., the Doppler-coinciden
one.14,15

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Bismuth nanoclusters embedded in glass matrices
the surface layer of bismuth grains have been obtained
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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thermal treatment in hydrogen atmosphere
Bi0.33Ge0.67O1.84 and Bi0.57Si0.43O1.72 glass. The changes o
the electrical conductivity with increasing reduction tim
indicate the slower dynamics of the reduction process in
glass compared to Si glasses. Positron annihilation, op
microscopy, and also DSC, XRD, and AFM,11 investigations
confirm the layered structure of these glasses. The inner l
is a composite of bismuth nanocrystals embedded in SiO2 or
GeO2 matrices. In particular, positron annihilation studi
allow us to trace the evolution of the reduced layer in
early stages of annealing.

PAS studies show, also, that in the subnet of Si(Ge)2

many vacancy-like defects exist. They probably allow t
migration of Bi neutral atoms and quite free penetration
ingoing hydrogen molecules and outgoing water vapor. U
of the PAS technique, and comparison with our previo
measurements on other stoichiometries of Bi glasse13

shows that the thickness and depths of the reduced an
termediate layers can be changed starting from submic
values, in a wide, quite-well controlled range.
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